EXAMPLE LETTER – NO OBJECTION TO RESERVOIR PROJECT BY COMPETITIVE OPERATOR

The following is an example of an acceptable letter that may be provided to the OGC when applying for a reservoir project (Good Engineering Practice, Waterflood or Gas Injection Pressure Maintenance, Concurrent Production, Salt Water or Acid Gas Disposal or Commingled Production) from each of the potentially affected well operators within the pool of application.

However, the consenting operator is not limited to the exclusive use of this format.

This letter is not a requirement when making an application to the OGC, however is advisable in cases where objection to approval is anticipated. A notice of application for a reservoir project is normally advertised in the BC Gazette, allowing for objections to be filed with both the OGC and the applicant.

[Consenting Company]
[Address]

[Date]

Oil and Gas Commission
Resource Conservation Branch
PO Box 9329
Stn Prov Gov't
Victoria BC V8W 9N3

Dear Sir:

RE: Non-Objection to Application For [Project type, example Salt Water Disposal]

Please be advised that [Consenting Company], as an operator of wells within the same pool, hereby advises that it has no objection to [Company making application]'s application for [Project type, example Salt Water Disposal], dated [date of application], for the [Field and Pool name].

Sincerely,

[Signature and printed name and title]
[Phone number]
[FAX Number]
[Email address]